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The article raises the problems of intracellular spatial and temporal organization of metabolism, signaling,
and energy supply of these processes. To provide cell functions, the enzymes of metabolic chains, molecules
of signaling pathways, and macroergs (as units of molecular interactions, accompanied by energy
consumption) should find their partners and get their precise spatial relationship. The current views are
based on ideas of compartmentalization of all processes as local sites of cellular matrix membrane, where
specific stages of different metabolic cycles take place. The assembly of complexes of macromolecules in the
number and combinations, required for their adequate functioning in the space of a cell, is generally
described as intracellular transport of vesicles, implemented by mobile elements of cytoske- leton. Inside
the vesicle there is «effective load» – macromolecules. The membranes of these vesicles fuse with specific
sites of the matrix membranes and therefore relocate macromolecules. Neither calcula- tions nor
assumptions allow explaining precise formation of enzymatic chains, their interaction, signaling, etc. on
this basis. Such transport of macromolecules (inside vesicles) enables solving other tasks. The concept of
search-and-address systems in the form of space-scanning micro vesicles is proposed and well-grounded
for purposes of searching for partners, forming chains and complexes, and building compartments. The
micro vesicles collect corresponding chains of enzymes, signaling, and ensure the interactions on their
surface. These micro vesicles are exactly those compartments, which provide for both precision of
processes and their relationship.
Keywords: metabolism, cell, compartmentalization, vesicle, trans- port of macromolecules, precision of
processes.
At the dawn of molecular biology there was a
humorous slogan “From false knowledge ? to true
ignorance!” Regardless of its apparent ridiculousness,
it was precise reflection of the state of science at the
time. Something like that can be extrapolated to
modern fundamental biology, not in a sense that our
knowledge is false or little, though. The progress is
terrific and constantly accelerates, therefore new
phenomena, new processes, new functions, etc. are
discovered. The amount of experimental material goes
beyond the possibility of its thorough evaluation (let
alone its comprehension). And all this is the
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background of utmost clarity for the paradox of a
cognition level under development
As the information, from experiments to global
ideas, about the cell as a central unit of all living on the
Earth accumulates, the real functioning of a real cell
(i.e. coordinated combination of processes inside it,
running in space and time) is less and less clear.
Moreover, any attempt to imagine how all this may be
performed in a cell, results in inevitable and absolutely
evident conclusion on its incredibility. Let us analyze it
in detail, let us view the cell “as it is in fact”.
Previously the study of the cell was going on so that
a critical gap occurred. The development of
microscopy techniques resulted in almost thorough
description of the cell and its structures. However, in
these studies the cells were fixed, as microscopic
resolution for the analysis of living material was very
low. So the entire cytology looked like a momentary
section of structural organization of any investigated
subject. This kind of studies allowed reconstructing the
cell, but only as a momentary section as well. On the
contrary, the object of biochemical investigations were
processes, i.e. enzymatic reactions, metabolism cycles,
stages of biosynthesis, energy supply, etc. Gradually
there appeared the functional picture with apotheosis of
a full-size map of metabolism.
The sphere of molecular biology, like at the time of
its creation, still comprises detailed studies on the
structure of macromolecules, their spatial organization
and its dynamics, interactions of macromolecules,
changes in spatial structure due to different
interactions, etc.
The concept of a cell became more complicated,
there appeared ideas on regulation, signaling chains,
cycles; specific processes were integrated into
functionally unified signaling-metabolic axes. The
discovery of the world of low-molecular RNA brought
even more variety into the picture of the cell life.
The development of methods of molecular genetics
allowed revealing informational and
phenomenological sequences of processes, and gene
engineering enabled the realization of this knowledge
into the obtaining of necessary products. As new ideas
were adequately approved in experiments and realized
in practice, everything came down to the accumulation
of new data, computer simulation, construction of
required molecules, their introduction into cells and
analysis of events, occurring thereby. It seems that
there was an unspoken assumption that everything
occurred “by itself”.
As a result, the most important thing, defined by the
term “by itself”, was out of focus. This “by itself” was
not even studied, as it occurred “by itself”. Meanwhile,
it meant something fundamental – spatial and temporal
organization of all processes.
The first thing, which became clear in the sense of
“it cannot occur just for the sake of it”, was the
organization of metabolism processes [1]. Actually, it
is enough to look at the maps of metabolism, their
specific chains, coupling of chains, that an obvious
question arises – how can all this be realized in the cell?
This question was sidetracked by general answers like:
everything is compartmentalized in the cell, each
compartment has its “own stuff”, the coupling occurs
via contacts of compartments, etc. [2]. Then, there was
“detailed elaboration” like: enzymes do not swim even
in compartments, they are fixed on membranes not
wherever, but to form cycles. Finally, when the kinetics
of processes and the level of reactivity of intermediates
were estimated, and the probability of events was
evaluated, it became clear that current ideas did not
help to solve the problem – due to the absolutely
necessary metabolism everything in the cell would
instantly transform into the chaos of all-destructive
reactions. Therefore, in order to explain the absence of
such chaos, some prerequisite of functioning of all the
required metabolic chains and their couplings was
introduced. Pursuant to this prerequisite, all enzymes in
cycles (of any degree of complexity, branching,
coupling, etc.) obtain the intermediate of metabolism
from a previous enzyme, correspondingly, transmit it
to a following enzyme, exactly like “from hand to
hand” [3], i.e. from the active centre of one enzyme
directly to the active centre of the other. The detailed
mechanisms (not just proposed in general but
confirmed by experiments or at least theoretical
estimations of distances between active centers,
reaction rates, locations of chain enzyme molecules,
etc.) to explain above mentioned are not known.
However, in the real cell the mechanism “from hand to
hand” does exist though we do not know almost
anything about its organization in space and dynamics.
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One more element of processes is their energetics.
The intermediate products, formed in all kinds of
reactions, like different radicals, peroxides, molecules,
containing tense bonds, etc., are absolutely
all-destructive. Their number is immense. In order to
avoid momentary self-destruction, the precision of
coupling for all the processes should be close to
theoretically absolute, which exactly occurs in the cell.
But it is completely impossible even to imagine a
picture like this with the consideration of rates of all
processes, mutual spatial configurations, accuracy of
what happens etc., in the terms of distances (angstroms
and tenths of angstrom) and temporal parameters of
individual processes (milli- and microseconds), in
particular, because each cycle has many individual
processes. Some cubes, circles, triangles are drawn
(like in children’s pictures) or chemical reactions,
catalyzed by enzymes, are simulated, and it is declared
seriously to be a real picture of the cellular processes.
Finally, it has come down to the regulation.
Somehow the cell governs all the processes. All the
processes inside it are in interconsistency mutually
coordinated. The elucidation of how it occurs led to
establishment of the most complicated signaling chains
and cascades, covering the whole cell and everything,
occurring in it [4]. They are the chains with direction of
processes, linear, organized into cascades, at the level
of interacting cascades, increasing or canceling already
going signals, etc. Here even the abstract idea of “from
hand to hand” is insufficient. It takes just one look at
them, one projection to the maps of metabolism and
energetics, and then one introduction into the cell in
thoughts or in silico, to understand that it is not even
funny to assume that all this may function in an
accurate, definite, precise, time-wise unrestricted and
most reliable way “by itself”. Along “came”
low-molecular RNAs which additionally control,
regulate, check and provide for everything. It is being
drawn at the level of abstract “molecule-molecule”
interactions. It is even being calculated somehow. In
vials – in vitro system – it is being experimentally
proven. Specific (and adequate) effects are being
obtained by introduction of their specific
representatives (certain genes, proteins, RNA) into
cells. “By itself” works without any failure. Still, in
investigations this “by itself” is completely ignored,
silently acknowledged by the principle of “black box”:
to introduce / to obtained, because nobody even
attempts to project this onto the cell in its real
dimensions of space and time. Meanwhile all these
signaling chains, cascades, and microRNA have to be
regulated in their turn: time of formation, sequence of
interactions, localization, amount, etc.
As for all these cycles and cascades, they function
in the cell not as a sum of single macromolecules, but
rather as complexes, consisting of many (sometimes
dozens) separate macromolecules [5]. And in many
cases (may be even in majority) these very complexes
are labile and re-forming. Each complex has its own
composition of macromolecules, they should be chosen
from the synthesizing pool, collected within the whole
cell (where they are synthesized), correctly
space-oriented, somehow localized in a proper place
and at proper time. Once the size of molecules of
signaling cascades is related to the distance which they
should go to provide regulation, the impossibility of
this happening due to “by itself” is quite evident (Fig.
1). Meanwhile, all this “by itself” is not even discussed
let alone being studied. So the whole molecular biology
actually appears to be statics. The accurate dynamics is
studied only at the level of conformational transitions
of specific macromolecules or their complexes, that are
“ready-made”, brought together constituents.
However, it is not clear how they all gather correctly.
For even if their presence in microvolume in ready
qualitative and quantitative composition is assumed,
how are such complexes formed correctly out of
random mutual localization and orientation? So,
genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and regulomics,
taken together, do not solve (and cannot solve) in
principle the fundamental problems of the cell life in
any conceptually accepted schemes, in any
experiments, set according to these schemes, in any in
silico current notions, no matter how much new data
are accumulated. After all, it will be exhaustively
revealed what exactly the cell consists of, what macro-
and other molecules are in it, what cycles, chains, and
cascades are in them, and which macromolecules
everything consists of. Still all this will be just statics,
like warehouses of ready products, assembled joints,
and even (one day) the whole “item” – the cell. It will
only enhance the understanding of scope of inevitable
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chaos, once “everything” starts functioning.
“Ready-made” stuff is quickly destroyed and requires
replacement (self-renewal), but it is incomprehensible
how it happens in space and time.
The problem of the “substrate”, where cellular
macromolecules are located, is very complicated. In
fact, there is a lot of water in mammalian (including
human) cells, but, most likely, almost all of it is
structured, i.e. adsorbed, kind of “fixed” on
macromolecules. Although determination of the
distribution rate for both macro- and small molecules
(“diffusion constants”) in the cell shows rather
measurable quantities, they do not explain anything.
Let us also note that these data were obtained only on
actively metabolizing cells. There have been no similar
measurements for resting cells (either they have not
been performed, or they have not given any “correct
results”). And there are no data about the mechanisms
of such translocation of molecules in actively
metabolizing cells) The very term “diffusion” and the
mechanisms of the process, defined by this term, have
been taken from physics “per se”.
Let us project the metabolic processes onto the cell
with its dynamism and “diffusion constants” of macro-
(and other) molecules. With the rates of all these
processes and movements of formed products
(according to “diffusion constants”), the chaos,
instantly transforming the cell into
automicrohomogenate, is obvious. And this is not
“general considerations”. It is confirmed by precise
calculations on the basis of experimental data.
According to existing estimates, the values obtained
may be presented on example of diffusion coefficient
of bovine serum albumin with molecular mass (m.m.)
of 68,000 kDa, labeled with fluorescein, 10–8 cm2/s [6]:
In fibroblast cells, 5 Ñ 0,3
In fibroblast cells, 22 Ñ 1,0
In fibroblast cells, 37 Ñ 1,6
In fibroblast cells, previously
treated with colchicine, 5 C 1,1
In 61% solution of sucrose, 30 C 1,0
In the buffer, 20 Ñ 68,0
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Fig. 1. Size ratio and the distances in the cell (simplified scheme of TNF-  signalling)
What happens next, according to the ideas on
translocation of molecules in the cell “by themselves”,
is clearly illustrated by the following calculations on
the example of BSA:
At t = 37?C the diffusion coefficient of BSA in
fibroblasts is 1.6•10–8 cm2/s. This is a way of 1.6 › in 1s
through one square unit. With the average diameter of
protein molecule of 20 › it will move for 0.08 of its
diameter per 1 s.
The diffusion coefficient of > 4•10–8 cm2/s was
found for a small molecule (fluorescein, m.m. = 374
Da). If the rate of treating the substrate in metabolism
chains for 100 cycles/s is taken for some average value
(1 cycle/0.01s), during this time the substrate will
cover the distance, which somewhat exceeds 0.04 ›,
and during 1 s > 4 ›. At these rates the products are
accumulated around active centers of the enzymes.
Therefore, it would take a long time to synthesize a
protein molecule.
Now, let us discuss the energetics. If accept the
mass of average cell as 10–9 g, its volume will make
1,000 ìm3 at specific gravity of 1 g/ml. Let us also
take that in this average cell there are 109
macromolecules with enzymatic activity. Let us
consider such situation. At the average molecular mass
of the protein of 50 kDa the total mass of 109 protein
molecules is equal 8.3•10–11 g, which corresponds to a
quite admissible part (8.3%) of the accepted mass of an
average cell. At the average rate of enzymatic reactions
of 100 cycles per 1 s converted to 24 hours, this
corresponds to 8.64•1015 molecules of products of these
reactions. It follows from the calculation: 100 (cycles
per 1 s) • 86,400 (number of seconds in 24 hours) •109
(number of molecules with enzymatic activity in one
cell) = 8.64•1015. The predominant majority of
enzymatic reactions in the cell produce intermediates
in different cycles. They all have high reactivity and
immediately overtake further way of transformations.
At the average metabolite mass of 34 Da (this is m.m of
hydrogen peroxide), ~ 487.6•10–9 g of metabolites are
formed in the accepted average cell during 24 hours,
which is almost 500 times bigger than the cell itself
with the mass of 10–9 g and the volume of 1,000 ìm3.
The detailed calculation: 34 (m.m. of the conventional
metabolite, Da) • 1.66•10–24 (mass of 1 Da, converted
into grams) • 8.64•1015 (number of conventional
intermediate metabolites) = 487.6•10–9 g.
Surely, all this is in dynamics – in constant
transformation. But in total, i.e. having calculated
everything that was formed and existed before further
transformation along the cycles, this value seems to be
true. It is no need to discuss what might happens in case
of the translocation of all the participants “by itself”,
without any special mechanisms for all the events in the
cell. And by all the “current notions” such a cell can
neither appear, nor exist at all. Meanwhile, the cell
“actually” lives and functions with the highest
precision, reliability and efficiency.
To turn from general phrases (like “proteins find
their partners”) to attempts (at least attempts) to find,
identify, predict actual mechanisms of spatial and
temporal implementation of cellular processes, let us
formulate the tasks, which can be performed by this
mechanism. They are targeted spatial and temporal
translocation of macromolecules, targeted spatial and
temporal search for partners of functional complexes,
their association in required ratio, delivery to
“destination place” just in real-time scale. Finally, the
regulatory cascades, also collected and mutually
spatially located with functional relationships and
junctions should be provided by the same mechanism
or other necessary mechanisms. Moreover, they should
be functionally united in space and time with enzymes
of different metabolic chains or corresponding genes so
that the regulation can be efficient. And all these tasks
should be constantly performed during the whole
lifetime of the cell, or, which probably is more
adequate, during its active state. Considering the
current terminology (“intracellular transport”,
“transport pathways”, “intracellular sorting of
proteins”, “delivery”, “compartments”, etc.), it is
possible to decide that such terminology includes the
definitions of corresponding mechanisms. But per se,
such definitions usually do not describe complete
nature of given process or phenomenon.
The first key information in determining the
mechanism of “intracellular sorting of proteins” was
the discovery of a leader peptide [7]. Many proteins are
synthesized with additional amino acid sequence at
N-end. It is specifically recognized by membranes of
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intracellular organelles and transfers a whole protein
molecule through membranes later being cut off by
specialized membrane-bound enzymes. This is how the
composition of proteins, required for functions of
organelles, is formed [8]. The exocytosis is operating
with similar mechanism [9]. However, it is not
discussed exactly how proteins reach a necessary
organelle membrane, which should be recognized by a
leader peptide, tropic to it. As for the movement to the
external membrane and between organelles, between
compartments of cytoplasm, it is described in much
detail and studied almost exhaustively [10]. The
microvesicles, which fission from Golgi apparatus,
perform this function [11, 12]. Due to the leader
peptide a target protein penetrates into the vesicle while
the vesicle itself gets “dressed” in so called
“recognition proteins” [13], and then this transport
system migrates to the target.
This notion was formed rather long ago [14], and it
did not change since that time. Only precise elements
were clarified – composition of proteins, covering
these vesicles, their binding to mobile filaments, etc.
[15, 16]. Here is the quote from the publication, dated
2010. “Universal feature of eukaryotic cells is the
presence of intracellular membrane compartments,
which exchange lipids and proteins via intermediate
membrane-limited transport carriers, such as vesicles
or tubulo-vesicles (usually described as “transport
carriers”). Intracellular trafficking requires close
coordination between the formation of transport
carriers from the donor membrane, their movement
along the cytoskeleton, and their docking and fusing
with the correct acceptor membrane” [17]. All this
undoubtedly takes place, has been studied in detail and
plays some role in the cell life. However, we think it has
nothing to do with the central problem of spatial and
temporal organization of the cell life, analyzed above.
The described transport performs absolutely different
functions, and due to the nature of its organization it
cannot provide for the formation, interaction, dynamics
of metabolic and regulatory (signaling) chains, cycles,
and cascades. In reality it is not even an attempt to
explain what happens, but the attempt to avoid it. Here
what really happens is unobtrusively transferred to
what is believed to happen. Even the very term
“compartment” and what it means are rather indefinite.
They are aimed at explaining the spatial localization of
any processes, events, and states. To confirm this,
“unquestioned compartments” such as mitochondria,
lysosomes, peroxisomas are brought forth as well as a
few other so called “understandable” structures. But
where are the compartments of biosynthesis of amino
acids, nucleotides, lipids, etc.? And how are they
thought to be located, besides general considerations
like “localization on membranes”? Where exactly are
all these compartments of metabolism chains in the
cell? In order to start searching for real mechanisms, let
us look at the cell once more and pay special attention
to what is usually taken for granted – “it is as it is”,
“that is how life is organised”, etc.
Let us start with the most “banal” – composition of
proteins in the cell, and let us demonstrate how the
proteins are distributed among the processes using the
example of mesenchymal cells [18]:
Functional group Total number of proteins, %
Cytoskeleton and movement 36
Metabolism 22
Protein biosynthesis, folding
and degradation 27
Biosynthesis of nucleotides
and integrity of genome 6
Cell signaling 9
The entire metabolism of the cell is supported by
22% of proteins from the total composition
(nomenclature) of all cellular proteins. The proteins
biosynthesis, their assembly and degradation are
performed by 27%. And the share of proteins,
organizing the mobility and cytoskeleton (actually the
proteins of movement, although by somewhat different
mechanism ? polarization-depolarization), is as much
as 36% of all the cellular proteins. Why? What is this
function, which requires the “elements” of trafficking
more than the constituents, evident in their absolute
relevance and variety, “most-most” important, main,
basic, fundamental, etc., sustaining the cell life?
Moreover – the ones, constituting practically the whole
cell as a “life unit”, i.e. maintaining its self-sufficiency.
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Because all the proteins of their own biosynthesis,
assembly and degradation along with the proteins of
biosynthesis and integrity of the nucleic constituent
(DNA and RNA, taken together) compose 33% while
those relative to movement of all kinds - 36%. And the
regulation of all this is more than simple, though it
ensures the maximal rate of processes. Certainly, this
question is studied in detail, and the role, attributed to
“proteins of movement”, is adequate – the function of
moving. But there follows limiting concretization –
what to move? Here the list is rather long – both the cell
itself and its inner structures move – nucleus,
mitochondria, lysosomes, vacuoles, vesicles, described
for different kinds of transport of the substances within
them [19]. Ambiguity starts at considering “why?” As
for the cells, their trafficking in the organism is clear.
Vesicles move their content among compartments
inside the cell, as well as outside-in and inside-out. The
functions of trafficking of all the rest are already being
described in general. And that is all. It seems to be
rather insignificant as for the constituents dominating
in the cell.
While observing the life of mesenchymal cells, we
discovered a special type of structures. They are
presented as numerous highly dynamic and mobile
microsize units (Fig. 2). Their size is random in the
range of tenths of micrometer (Fig. 3), and the lifetime
varies in a broad range. Both the direction and speed of
movement fluctuate even for one formed unit (Fig. 4).
The unit number depends on the location in the cell –
maximum around the nucleus diminishing toward the
periphery. Thus, according to the direct determination,
average concentration per 1 ìm2 (in the focal plane of
the lens) in a typical cell is 2.5 – close to the nucleus,
1.5 – between the nucleus and cellular membrane
(along the short axis of the cell), and 0.7 – in the zone
adjacent to membrane. The observations of these
structures and the character of their behavior allowed
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Fig. 2 Highly dynamic and mobile microsize units by interference
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us to assume that their functions are: search, selection,
assembly, collection of corresponding proteins and
their complexes, interactions of these proteins and
complexes, as well as their transport and target delivery
to “the destination place”. To perform these, they
should have “catching structures” peculiar
macromolecular “platforms” for binding the
macromolecules recognized according to the known
principles of specific protein-protein recognition.
The synthesis of a set of macromolecules,
necessary for each complex, is far from being local; it
occurs on the mRNA, leaving the nucleus, and thus is
spread out – starting from some relatively limited space
regions to chaotic synthesis along the whole
cytoplasm. Exceptions are presented only by
ribosomes, for which special structures exist in the
very nucleus. The search for required nomenclature of
macromolecules is performed by vesicles in a
scanning, statistic way. The desirable variant is
selected at the expense of the principle of recognition
(similar to self-assembly) of specific domains of
required macromolecules on complementary domains
of vesicles (or the complex to be assembled in it).
Target delivery takes place by the same scanning with
inter-recognition of the delivered and its target (after
the self-assembly took place, and domain/domains of
target recognition are ready for the contact). Only the
“necessary” is collected – specific macromolecules or
their subsequently formed functional complexes. As a
result, “along the road” of scanning the cytoplasm in
the space of the cell the vesicle both collects
“necessary” macromolecules, and transfers the found
to the target during the same scanning. The
probabilistic drift of the vesicle collects precisely the
set of macromolecules from spatially separate
elements, thus creating a determined structural and
functional complex.
Further behavior of created assembly may be dual.
Delivery to a compartment and subsequent functioning
in it are possible as well as functioning in the form of a
“metabolosome”on the mobile microunit itself. The
metabolosome surface may contain a great number of
“platforms” with both enzymes of metabolic cycles and
proteins of regulatory cascades on them, which
intensively move and interact on microparticles. As
stated above, it is important that the density of
microparticles around the nucleus is maximal,
diminishing closer to the periphery of cytoplasm. What
is the nature of these microparticles? And if this is how
the matters stand, why have they not been found yet
then? There may be various reasons. One of them is
related to the probability that they are not new in
principle, rather they are already described ones, with
additional functions. Microvesicles with specific
functions are well known in the cell: these are
lysosomes, buds from Golgi apparatus, etc. They all
have some common principle of structure, presenting
small vesicles, the inner cavity of which is limited by
the membrane. Their role is attributed to the processes,
occurring inside the membrane [20]. Outside there are
proteins, the tasks of which are restricted to recognition
of other membranes for fusing with them. According to
the assumed destination, the “platforms” should be
located on the outer membrane to catch target
macromolecules and organize their assembly into
functionally active complexes. The presence of these
“platforms” (vesicles) outside has no effect on what
occurs inside. They might be seen in the pictures, but
referred to the common – something that “should be”.
But there is another explanation. On stained
preparations such vesicles look like a rough
denaturation of cytoplasm, like fixation of poor
quality, i.e. they are perceived as artefacts. And
apparently they are not seen on “good” preparations
due to destruction. As for the ones observed, they are
viewed as vesicles with common aforedescribed
functions. Their adequacy is evident only while
comparing the pictures from the film of a living cell and
that of a “poorly fixed” one.
Therefore, the cell may be viewed as a system of
structures of the whole range of stability and
conservatism, which are united, organized, and
maintained by highly dynamic, spatially transporting,
searching and collecting system. Metabolism and
signaling mainly occur not on immobile structures of
the cell, but on mobile searching and collecting
systems. They provide for spatial interaction of
metabolic chains and signaling, located directly on
them as well as between conservative structures.
The aforementioned material and its interpretation
consist of experimental data and conceptual
conclusions, not following the result but simply
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postulating regarding them. It might cause rejection of
the concept. But it should be noted (again) that all (!)
the concepts of metabolism and regulation are
essentially of the same character. They are based on
experimental data about the processes and it is
postulated, that all these processes somehow occur in
the space of the cell. And cubes, triangles, reaction
products, located in required sequence and reflecting
these processes, evidently demonstrate (by postulates,
not by experimental material) that this is the way
everything takes place. The data also show that the cell
has a mechanism, capable of providing for spatial
implementation of processes which were
experimentally found. It is postulated to be the very
mechanism and there is an attempt to explain in pure
theory how the transport system of the cell may
perform it. We think that the rate of trafficking for
vesicles is sufficient to coordinate temporal parameters
of processes. The main and central idea of the
suggested explanation is the change of paradigm of the
functional space of the cell.
According to the current notions, all the processes
are realized by macromolecules, fixed on stationary
structures, which are gathered in a proper sequence
(cycles, chains, cascades, etc.) in a proper place
(cellular compartments) [2], and all the participants of
events come right to these compartments. As for
proteins, the mechanism of penetration is considered to
be leader sequences, providing transport through
membranes (both external and internal). In fact, all the
ideas of transport are revolving around these leader
sequences. Even the possibility of protein transport in
the compartment using vesicles, budded from Golgi
apparatus, is based on the fact that proteins penetrate
into cisterns due to the leaders. They go further in
vesicles, fissioned from Golgi apparatus, and later
(after the fusion of membranes) leave them for their
own compartment. According to the notions,
developed in the present work, everything is organized
in the cell “quite in the opposite way”. In general, both
metabolism and signaling occur on the surface of
intensively moving membrane microstructures,
interacting both with immobile structures and among
themselves. However, this interaction is highly
dynamic in both space and time. It promotes the
formation of metabolic cycles (on such mobile
structures) and their contacts for full-scale functioning
as well as the formation and achieving the targets by the
signaling participants. These microunits are highly
dynamic and scanning the space of the cell; they select
necessary units of functional multimolecular
complexes out of it, and they also are
microcompartments, some structural units of
metabolism – “metabolosomes”. Not only separate
molecules, but also small intracellular units may be
involved in such dynamic compartments. For instance,
mitochondria produce ATP and a number of other
products, involved into extramitochondrial
metabolism. They leave mitochondria using special
transmitters, located in their membrane systems. Then
they may be delivered to “the destination place”
because mitochondria attach to intracellular contractile
elements, therefore, they may move intensively. But it
may occur in different way: microvesicles with
enzymatic cycles on them bind to mitochondria, labile
complexes are formed; their sizes (with the
configuration of “sandwich” type) will be in the range
of experimentally registered values. So, for the
diameter of small vesicles is about 0.2 ìm, a total cross
section of the mitochondria with vesicles is about 0.6
ìm. Labile dynamic multicompartments,
corresponding to the activity state and direction of cell
metabolism, may appear out of such polyfunctional
multimicrostructures. In the process of scanning its site
of the cell, each specific microstructure collects
necessary functional macromolecular complexes,
provides the transmission of regulatory signals on
them, functional interaction with other complexes, etc.
Metabolosome may also fulfill one more critical
function – some kind of a damping device, dynamic
depot, balancer of products of metabolic cycle. At any
not absolutely balanced transition “from hand to hand”
there will be accumulation of intermediate metabolites
(or their shortage). In the microvesicle they may
penetrate through its membrane, be locally kept for
some time and balance this process. A living cell is not
only “exchange of substances and energy”, but also
spatial dynamics, providing for the realization of
“exchange of substances and energy”. And suggested
principle of organization and functioning of
intracellular processes on experimentally registered
highly-dynamic microvesicles allows explaining it. In
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usual, normal, everyday life of the cell there is constant
inner trafficking of all its constituents. Similar constant
deformation of any intracellular membrane matrix is
also inevitable. Here the distances between [the]
enzymes of metabolic cycles, docked in similar
compartments, will change by nanometers. Precise
“from hand to hand” connection becomes impossible.
Therefore, all structures, where cycles are locally and
independently realized, are integral: mitochondria,
ribosomes, peroxisomas, etc. They preserve the
precision of their content. This is exactly the way
metabolosomes will behave. The cell is a marvelous
system, where intense trafficking and precise stability
exist at the same time.
Â. À. Êîðäþì, Â. È. Àíäðèåíêî, Î. À. Ìàñëîâà, Í. Ñ. Øóâàëîâà, Ä.
Ì. Èðîäîâ, Ò. À. Ðóáàí, Å. Ì. Ñóõîðàäà, Ë. È. Ëèõà÷åâà, Ñ. Ï.
Øïèëåâàÿ
Ôóíäàìåíòàëüíûé ïðîáåë â ôóíäàìåíòàëüíîé áèîëîãèè
Èíñòèòóò ìîëåêóëÿðíîé áèîëîãèè è ãåíåòèêè ÍÀÍ Óêðàèíû
Óë. Àêàäåìèêà Çàáîëîòíîãî, 150, Êèåâ, Óêðàèíà, 03680
Ðåçþìå
Ñòàâèòñÿ ïðîáëåìà âíóòðèêëåòî÷íîé ïðîñòðàíñòâåííî-âðå-
ìåííîé îðãàíèçàöèè ìåòàáîëèçìà, ñèãíàëèíãà è ýíåðãåòè÷åñ-
êîãî îáåñïå÷åíèÿ ýòèõ ïðîöåññîâ. Äëÿ ôóíêöèîíèðîâàíèÿ
êëåòêè ôåðìåíòû ìåòàáîëè÷åñêèõ öåïåé, ìîëåêóëû ñèãíàëü-
íûõ ïóòåé, ìàêðîýðãè (êàê åäèíèöû ìîëåêóëÿðíûõ âçàèìîäå-
éñòâèé, ñîïðîâîæäàþùèõñÿ ïîãëîùåíèåì ýíåðãèè) äîëæíû
íàõîäèòü ñâîèõ ïàðòíåðîâ è ïðîñòðàíñòâåííî-ïðåöèçèîííî
âçàèìîðàñïîëàãàòüñÿ. Ñóùåñòâóþùèå ïðåäñòàâëåíèÿ îñíîâà-
íû íà èäåÿõ êîìïàðòìåíòàëèçàöèè âñåõ ýòèõ ïðîöåññîâ â âèäå
ëîêàëüíûõ ó÷àñòêîâ ìåìáðàíû êëåòî÷íîãî ìàòðèêñà, íà êîòî-
ðûõ ïðîèñõîäÿò îòäåëüíûå ýòàïû ðàçëè÷íûõ öèêëîâ. Ñáîðêà
êîìïëåêñîâ ìàêðîìîëåêóë â òðåáóåìîì êîëè÷åñòâå è ñî÷åòà-
íèÿõ äëÿ èõ àäåêâàòíîãî ôóíêöèîíèðîâàíèÿ â ïðîñòðàíñòâå
êëåòêè â ñàìîì îáùåì âèäå îïèñûâàåòñÿ êàê âíóòðèêëåòî÷-
íûé òðàíñïîðò âåçèêóë, îñóùåñòâëÿåìûé ïîäâèæíûìè ýëå-
ìåíòàìè öèòîñêåëåòà. À âíóòðè âåçèêóë ðàñïîëîæåí
«ïîëåçíûé ãðóç» – ìàêðîìîëåêóëû. Ìåìáðàíû òàêèõ âåçèêóë
ñëèâàþòñÿ ñ îïðåäåëåííûìè ó÷àñòêàìè ìåìáðàí ìàòðèêñà è
òàêèì ñïîñîáîì ïåðåìåùàþò ìàêðîìîëåêóëû. Ëþáûå ðàñ÷å-
òû è ëþáûå äîïóùåíèÿ íå ïîçâîëÿþò íà ïîäîáíîé îñíîâå îáú-
ÿñíèòü ïðåöèçèîííûå ôîðìèðîâàíèÿ ôåðìåíòíûõ öåïåé, èõ
âçàèìîäåéñòâèå, ñèãíàëèíã è ò. ä. Òàêîé òðàíñïîðò ìàêðîìî-
ëåêóë (âíóòðè âåçèêóë) îáåñïå÷èâàåò ðåøåíèå èíûõ çàäà÷. Äëÿ
îáúÿñíåíèÿ ïîèñêà ïàðòíåðîâ, ôîðìèðîâàíèÿ öåïåé è êîìïëåê-
ñîâ, îáðàçîâàíèÿ êîìïàðòìåíòîâ ïðåäëàãàåòñÿ è îáîñíîâûâà-
åòñÿ êîíöåïöèÿ ïî- èñêîâî-àäðåñíûõ ñèñòåì äîñòàâêè â âèäå
ñêàíèðóþùèõ ïðîñòðàíñòâî êëåòêè ìèêðîâåçèêóë. Îíè ñîáè-
ðàþò íà ñâîåé ïîâåðõíîñòè ñîîòâåòñòâóþùèå öåïè ôåðìåí-
òîâ, ó÷àñòêîâ ñèãíàëèíãà, èõ âçàèìîäåé- ñòâèÿ. Òàêèå
ìèêðîâåçèêóëû è ÿâëÿþòñÿ êîìïàðòìåíòàìè, îáåñïå÷èâàþùè-
ìè è ïðåöèçèîííîñòü ïðîöåññîâ, è èõ âçàèìîäåéñòâèå.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ìåòàáîëèçì, êëåòêà, êîìïàðòìåíòàëèçà-
öèÿ, âåçèêóëà, òðàíñïîðò ìàêðîìîëåêóë, ïðåöèçèîííîñòü ïðî-
öåññîâ
Â. À. Êîðäþì, Â. ². Àíäð³ºíêî, Î. À. Ìàñëîâà, Í. Ñ. Øóâàëîâà,
Ä. Ì. ²ðîäîâ, Ò. Î. Ðóáàí, Î. Ì. Ñóõîðàäà, Ë. ². Ëèõà÷åâà,
Ñ. Ï. Øïèëåâà
Ôóíäàìåíòàëüíà ïðîãàëèíà ó ôóíäàìåíòàëüí³é á³îëîã³¿
Ðåçþìå
Ó ïóáë³êàö³¿ ïîñòàâëåíî ïðîáëåìó âíóòð³øíüîêë³òèííî¿ ïðîñòî-
ðîâî-÷àñîâî¿ îðãàí³çàö³¿ ìåòàáîë³çìó, ñèãíàë³íãó òà åíåðãåòè÷-
íîãî çàáåçïå÷åííÿ öèõ ïðîöåñ³â. Äëÿ ôóíêö³îíóâàííÿ êë³òèíè ôåð-
ìåíòè ìåòàáîë³÷íèõ ëàíöþã³â, ìîëåêóëè ñèãíàëüíèõ øëÿõ³â, ìàê-
ðîåðãè (ÿê îäèíèö³ ìîëåêóëÿðíèõ âçàºìîä³é, ùî ñóïðîâîäæóþòü-
ñÿ ïîãëèíàííÿì åíåðã³¿) ïîâèíí³ çíàõîäèòè ñâî¿õ ïàðòíåð³â ³ ìàòè
ïðîñòîðîâî-ïðåöèç³éíå âçàºìîðîçòàøóâàííÿ. ²ñíóþ÷³ óÿâëåííÿ
çàñíîâàíî íà ³äåÿõ êîìïàðòìåíòàë³çàö³¿ óñ³õ öèõ ïðîöåñ³â ó âè-
ãëÿä³ ëîêàëüíèõ ä³ëÿíîê ìåìáðàíè êë³òèííîãî ìàòðèêñà, äå â³äáó-
âàþòüñÿ îêðåì³ åòàïè ð³çíèõ öèêë³â. Çáèðàííÿ êîìïëåêñ³â ìàêðî-
ìîëåêóë ó íåîáõ³äí³é ê³ëüêîñò³ ³ êîìá³íàö³ÿõ äëÿ ¿õíüîãî àäåêâàò-
íîãî ôóíêö³îíóâàííÿ ó ïðîñòîð³ êë³òèíè ó ñàìîìó çàãàëüíîìó âè-
ãëÿä³ îïèñóºòüñÿ ÿê âíóòð³øíüîêë³òèííèé òðàíñïîðò âåçèêóë,
ÿêèé çä³éñíþºòüñÿ ðóõëèâèìè åëåìåíòàìè öèòîñêåëåòà. À âñåðå-
äèí³ âåçèêóë ðîçòàøîâàíèé «êîðèñíèé âàíòàæ» – ìàêðîìîëåêó-
ëè. Ìåìáðàíè òàêèõ âåçèêóë çëèâàþòüñÿ ç ïåâíèìè ä³ëÿíêàìè
ìåìáðàí ìàòðèêñó ³ òàêèì ÷èíîì ïåðåñóâàþòü ìàêðîìîëåêóëè.
Áóäü-ÿê³ ðîçðàõóíêè ³ ïðèïóùåííÿ íå äîçâîëÿþòü íà ïîä³áí³é îñ-
íîâ³ ç’ÿñóâàòè ïðåöèç³éí³ ôîðìóâàííÿ ôåðìåíòíèõ ëàíöþã³â, ¿õíþ
âçàºìîä³þ, ñèãíàë³íã òîùî. Òàêèé òðàíñïîðò ìàêðîìîëåêóë (óñå-
ðåäèí³ âåçèêóë) çàáåçïå÷óº âèð³øåííÿ ³íøèõ çàâäàíü. Äëÿ ïîÿñíåí-
íÿ ïîøóêó ïàðòíåð³â, ôîðìóâàííÿ ëàíöþã³â ³ êîìïëåêñ³â, ñòâîðåí-
íÿ êîìïàðòìåíò³â ïðîïîíóºòüñÿ ³ îáãðóíòîâóºòüñÿ êîíöåïö³ÿ
ïîøóêîâî-àäðåñíèõ ñèñòåì äîñòàâêè ó âèãëÿä³ ñêàíóþ÷èõ ïðî-
ñò³ð êë³òèíè ì³êðîâåçèêóë. Âîíè çáèðàþòü íà ñâî¿é ïîâåðõí³ â³ä-
ïîâ³äí³ ëàíöþãè ôåðìåíò³â, ä³ëÿíîê ñèãíàë³íãó, ¿õíüî¿ âçàºìîä³¿.
Òàê³ ì³êðîâåçèêóëè ³ º êîìïàðòìåíòàìè, ùî çàáåçïå÷óþòü ³ ïðå-
öèç³éí³ñòü ïðîöåñ³â, ³ ¿õíþ âçàºìîä³þ.
Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: ìåòàáîë³çì, êë³òèíà, êîìïàðòìåíòàë³çàö³ÿ,
âåçèêóëà, òðàíñïîðò ìàêðîìîëåêóë, ïðåöèç³éí³ñòü ïðîöåñ³â.
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